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The polar and azimuthal angular distributions for the lepton pair arising from the decay of a J/Q
meson produced at transverse momentum pr balanced by a photon (or gluon) in hadronic collisions
are calculated in the color singlet model (CSM). It is shown that the general structure of the decay
lepton distribution is controlled by four invariant structure functions, which are functions of the
transverse momentum and the rapidity of the J/@. We find that two of these structure functions (the
longitudinal and transverse interference structure functions) are identical in the CSM. Analytical
and numerical results are given in the Collins-Soper and in the Gottfried- Jackson frames. We present
a Monte Carlo study of the effect of acceptance cuts applied to the leptons aud the photon for J/@+ p
production at the Fermilab Tevatron.

PACS number(s): 13.85.+k, 13.20.Gd, 14.40.Gx

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the properties of the bound states of
heavy quarks plays a central role in the understanding
of perturbative quantum chromodynamics. In addition
to the intrinsic interest in the bound state properties of
a J/vP, the study of the Si —cc bound state is also of
particular importance in the measurement of b quark pro-
duction. So far there have been intensive experimental
studies of the J/g production rate and transverse momen-
tum distributions in hadronic collisions both at UA1 [1]
and the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) [2]. How-
ever, the observed J/@ rate was found to be markedly
higher than the predicted ones in [3], where in addition
to the direct charmonium production also contributions
&om the y and the production resulting &om B decays
were taken into account. It has recently been pointed out
in [4] that at large transverse momentum of the J/g an
additional production mechanism comes &om &agmen-
tation contributions of a gluon or a charm quark into
charmonium states.

In this paper we propose to measure the decay lepton
distribution of the J/@ as a detailed test of the production
mechanism of the ce bound state. We restrict ourselves
in the present paper to the study of J/g produced in as-
sociation with a photon. This has several advantages.
First, the experimental signature of a J/vP (decaying into
an e e+ or p p+ pair) and a p with balancing trans-
verse momentum is a very clean final state. Second, the
&agmentation contributions [5] or contributions from ra-
diative y decaysi to J/Q + p production are small and
the dominant subprocess contributing to a J/@ + p final
state is the gluon-gluon fusion process.

The radiative gz decays can produce J/@ at both low aud
high pr, but the photon produced will be soft [E 400 MeV].

For J/g's produced with transverse momentum p
(balanced by the additional photon) one can define an
event plane spanned by the beam and the J/i/~ momen-
tum direction which provides a reference plane for a de-
tailed study of angular correlations. The decay lepton
distribution in J/g -+ l I+ in the J/g rest f'rame is de-
termined by the polarization of the J/g. Therefore, the
study of the angular distribution can be used as an an-
alyzer of the J/g polarization. It is thus possible to test
the underlying J/@ production dynamics [in our case the
color singlet model (CSM) [6]] in much more detail than
is possible by rate measurements alone. It is shown that
the angular distribution of the leptons in the J/g rest
frame has the general form

cr (1+cos0 ) + —Ao (1 —3cos 0) + Ai sin28cosg2 1 2

2
1 - 2+—A2 sin 0 cos 2P,
2

where 0 and P denote the polar and azimuthal angle of
the decay leptons in the J/Q rest frame. The coefficients
A; in Eq. (1) are functions of the transverse momentum
and rapidity of the J/@. We present analytical results
for these coefficients in the Collins-Soper (CS) [7] and
Gott&ied-Jackson (GJ) &ames. The functions Ao and
A2 are found to be equal in the CSM. An experimental
analyses of this equality would be a sensitive test of the
CSM. We show numerical results for the transverse mo-
mentum [pT (J/@)] and rapidity [y(J/@)] dependence of
the coefBcients A; and study the e8'ect of the acceptance
cuts on the P and cos8 distributions in the CS and GJ
&arne.

The coefBcients A, are ratios of helicity cross sections
[see Eq. (28)] and the uncertainties from higher order
/CD corrections and the wave function of the bound
state are expected to cancel in this ratio. This has been
shown for the related process of high p~ lepton pair pro-
duction in the Drell-Yan process [8], where large +CD
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corrections to the individual helicity cross sections almost
cancel in the corresponding ratios A, . A similar efFect
is expected in the case of J/g production and our leading
order (LO) predictions for the A, and the [normalized] P
and cos8 distributions provide therefore a useful test of
J/@ production.

Our analytical results for the coeKcients A; are also
valid for J/@ + g production within the CSM. As men-
tioned before, there are additional fragmentation contri-
butions of a gluon or a charm quark to this 6nal state
[4]. The polarization dependence of the J/g from these
contributions has recently been discussed in [9]. A study
of the angular distribution as proposed in this paper may
allow disentangling the difFerent contributions.

Recently, J/g's produced in association with a pho-
ton have been proposed as a clean probe to study the
gluon distribution and the polarized gluon distribution
of proton as well as to investigate qualitatively the pro-
duction mechanism of heavy quark bound states [10]. An
investigation of the decay lepton distribution and struc-
ture functions of J/@'s production and decay in e e+-
experiments is presented in [11].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, analytical results for the helicity cross sections
and the coefficients A; are derived in the CSM for the
CS and G3 frames and the formalism for describing the
angular distributions is discussed. Numerical results are
presented in Sec. III and summary remarks are given in
Sec. IV. Some technical details of the calculation are rel-
egated to the Appendix.

II. STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS AND ANGULAR
DISTRIBUTIONS

We consider the angular distribution of the leptons
coming from the leptonic decay of J/@'s produced with
nonzero transverse momentum in association with a pho-
ton in high energy proton-antiproton collisions. For def-
initeness we take

p(Pi) + p(P2) m J/@(P) + p(k) + A —i l (l) + l+ (l')

+p(k) + A, (2)

where the quantities in the parentheses denote the four-
momenta. In leading order of perturbative @CD [O(n, )],
J/g + p can only be produced in gg fusion:

g(p, ) + g(p, ) ~ ~A'(P) + ~(k)

s 80 2x (xiPi, x2P2, a, (pz)),dt du dO* (4)

where g"(x, p&) is the probability density to find a gluon
with fraction x in hadron 6 if it is probed at a scale p+.
The partonic cross section for the process in Eq. (3) is
denoted by do. Denoting hadron level and parton level
quantities by upper and lower case characters, respec-
tively, the hadron and parton level Mandelstam variables
are de6ned by

S = (P, + P2)2, T = (Pi —P)
U = (P2 —P)

~ = (p, + p, )'
= (p, —P)'

u = (p, —P)'

xgx2S,
= xi(T —P2) + P2,
= x, (U —P') + P',

where p~ ——x~P~ and p2 ——x~P2. The rapidity y of the
J/g in the laboratory frame can be written as

1 fP —Ul
y —

2 nI&P, Z &I

and the transverse momentum of the J/g is related to the
Mandelstam variables via

(P' —U) (P' —T), ut
p.' = (8)

The angles 8 and P in dO* = dcos8dg in Eq. (4)
are the polar and azimuthal decay angles of the leptons
in the J/@ rest frame with respect to a coordinate sys-
tem described below. The angular dependence in (4) can
be extracted by introducing four helicity cross sections
corresponding to the four nonzero combinations of po-
larization density matrix elements (see Appendix A of
this paper, and Appendix C of [8] for details):

In the parton model the hadronic cross section is ob-
tained by folding the hard parton level cross section with
the respective parton densities:

hI, hg

dxidx2g '(xi, p~)g '(x2, p~)h1 2 hg 2

16' do.

3 dpz dydcos8dg
d~ V+I do-~

(I + cos 8) + (1 —3 cos 8)
dp 8y dp dy

d0 da+ 2sin 8cos2$ + 2&2sin28cosg .
GJ". dy

(9)

CX

The hadronic helicity cross sections &, &
are again

obtained by convoluting the partonic helicity cross sec-
tions with the gluon densities. One has

de hg 2 h2 2 1Pd»dx. g '(xi, Vz)g '(» Vz) d d
(1o)

dt du

Each of the partonic helicity cross sections is calculated in
the CSM. The unpolarized difFerential production cross
section is denoted by 0 + whereas o.+' ' characterize
the polarization of the J/g, i.e. , the cross section for
the longitudinal polarized J/@'s is denoted by cr, the
transverse-longitudinal interference by &, and the trans-
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verse interference by o [see. Eq. (A9); all with respect
to the z axis of the chosen J/vP rest frame]. The results
for the helicity cross sections o. are dependent of the
choice of the z axis in the rest frame of the J/@. We will
derive explicit results for the Collins-Soper (CS) and the
Gottfried- Jackson (GJ) frames.

In the CS frame [7] the z axis bisects the angle between

L ut
Hcs =

2(t —my 2) (u —m@2)

4m' s2 3 a--'
((s —m@')'(t —m@')'(u —m@2)' ~s

)
'

(19)

with

CS: Pi ——Ei (sin p~s, 0, cos pcs),
P2 = E2 (sin pcs ) 0) —cos '7cs)

T ~ LHcs = —Hcs
2

mgQsut s(s' —ut)(t —u)
Hcs =

~2(s —m~ )2(t —m~ ) (u —m~2)

(20)

(21)

cos pCS = mg2S
(T —mg2) (U —my 2)

sin pcs = —gl —cos2 pcs .

mQ

mQ +p

(12)

and, for the G3 kame,

HU+L HU+L
GJ cs

H 2m' stu(s + u )
(s —mg')2(t —mg2)4(u —mg2)' '

1
HGJ HGJ )

2

(22)

(23)

(24)

In the GJ frame (also known as t-channel helicity
frame) the z axis is chosen parallel to the beam axis:

mg Qstu (s —u) [s'(u —t) + u2 (s —t)]
~2(s —my z) z (t —my 2)4 (u —m@2) 2

GJ: Pi ——Ei (0, 0, 1),
P2 ——E2 (sinpQJ O, cospQJ),

(14)

with

2mg2S p —mg2
cos fGJ = 1 — =, (15)(T —mg2)(U —mg2) p2 + mg2 '

As mentioned before, H + denotes the matrix element
contribution for the production rate and was first calcu-
lated in [12]. All other matrix elements correspond to the
production of polarized J/g's and are given here for the
first time. Replacing 16m by 15n, in Eq. (17), the results
in Eqs. (17)—(25) are also valid for J/g + g production
within the CSM.

Note, that the matrix elements can be expressed in
terms of p, y by noting that

sinpGJ = —gl —cos2 pGJ . (16)

The beam and target energies for both rest &ames are

t = m@ — (m@2+ p2)S z, e

u = m@ — (m@2 + p2 )S x2e", (26)

Ei ——(my —T)/(2m@), Ez ——(m@ —U)/(2m@) .
so that, e.g. ,

(mg2 —t) (my 2 —u) 2 2—p +mg
The partonic helicity cross sections in Eq. (10) are

calculated applying the technique described in [8] to the
CSM (see Appendix A for details). They are given by

and also
ut

=pT (27)

A

S~CS GJ
(0) I27s

xIIcs GJ 8(s + t + u my )

with

s2HU+L
(t —m~2) z(u —m~2) 2

t2
+

(u —my 2) 2(s —my 2) z

2

+
(s —my2) 2 (t —myz) 2 )

(17)

(18)

From the explicit expressions in Eqs. (18)—(25) one ob-
serves that the longitudinal and the transverse inter-
ference cross sections 0 and o. are related by 0L
20T and that they vanish for pT —+ 0 with p . The
longitudinal-transverse interference cross section o. van-
ishes with p, whereas the production cross section o +
for unpolarized J/g s is finite in the p~ -+ 0 limit.

Introducing standard angular coefficients [7]

2 d~ 2~2 do' 4 do.
Ao ——

, Ai ——
, A2 ——„,(28)

the angular distribution of Eq. (9) is conveniently written
as
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de 3 do 2 2 1(1+cos 8) + —Ae (1 —3cos 8) + Ay slI128cosp + —A2 slI1 8cos2$
dp dy d cos 8 dP 16' dp dy 2 2

(29)

where

do.v+x - Ao- 2 340C= — 1+, o. =
8 dp dy 2

' 2+40
And integration over 0 yields

do 1 do.U+L
(32)

where

A2

4
(33)

Before discussing numerical results, let us brieQy discuss
a possibility strategy for extracting angular coefBcients.
By taking moments with respect to an appropriate prod-
uct of trigonometric functions it is possible to disentan-
gle the coefBcients A;. A convenient definition of the
moments through

J do (pT, y, 8, P) m d cos 8 dP

jder(pT, y, 8, P) d cos 8 dP

which leads to the results

(34)

Integrating the angular distribution in Eq. (29) over the
azimuthal angle P yields

do = C (1 + o. cos 8),2

dp2 dydcoso

102

101

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I—

pp ~ J/++y+X ~ I 1 +y+ X:
vs = 1.8 TeV

for the bound state wave function at the origin ]R(0)]
is determined from the leptonic decay width of J/@:
I'(J/@ ~ e e+) = 4.72 keV, therefore ]B(0)~2 = 0.48
GeV3.

Figure 1 shows the transverse momentum distribu-
tion of the the J/@ where we have applied the cuts
]y(p, l, l+)] ( 2.5 and pT (l, l+) & 1.8 GeV on the final
state particles. The p~ distributions are leading order
predictions and are therefore strongly dependent on the
choice of the scales p and the radial wave function of
the bound state. In fact, the New Muon Collaboration
(NMC) found [14] that the LO predictions describes the
shape of all kinematical variables quite well, while the
predictions for the normalization of the signal was too
small by a factor 2—3. This large "K factor" is proba-
bly due to the nonrelativistic treatment of the J/vP and
due to higher order @CD corrections in the CSM. One
can expect a similar K factor for our reaction, so that
our result of Fig. 1 should be considered as conserva-
tive estimates. To give a feeling for the scale dependence
we show results for p2 = p~+ ——p~& ——[my2 + p2 (J/@)]

(1) = 1,
(

(—(1 —3 cos 8)) = —
] Ao ——

i20 ( 3)
1

(sin 28 cos P) = —Aq,
5

(sin 8 cos 2P) = —A2 .~ 2 =1
10

(35)

(36)

(38)

100

C4

10—1

b

10—2

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We will now present numerical results for J/@ + p
production at the Fermilab Tevatron collider center of
mass energy [V S = 1.8 TeV] including the decay J/g ~
p p+. All results are obtained using the gluon density
parametrization from Gliick, Reya, and Vogt (GRV) [13]
with A = 200 MeV and the one-loop formula for o.,
with four active Bavors, where MS denotes the modi-
Ged minimal subtraction scheme. If not stated other-
wise, we identify the renormalization scale pR and the
factorization scale p, 2& in Eq. (4) and set them equal
to p, = lj+ —— pR —— [m@ + p (J/@)]. The value

8
0 2.5 5 7.5 10 12.5 15

p (J/4) (GeV)

FIG. 1. The transverse momentum distribution of the
J/g [or p] in J/@ + p production at the Tevatron collider
center of mass energy [v S = 1.8 TeV] with subsequent
J/Q ~ p, p,

+ decay. The following cuts have been ap-
plied: ]y(p, l, l+)] ( 2.5 and p~(l, l+) ) 1.8 GeV. The
renormalization and factorization scales p are set equal
to (pT (p) + m~ ) [solid], —(pz, (p) + m~ ) [dashed] and
4 (pT (p) + m„') [dotted]
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[solid line], ILI,
2 = [m~ + p2 (J/Q)]/4 [dashed line], and

Itj,
~ = 4[m@2 + p2 (J/@)] [dotted line].
Figure 2 shows the rapidity distribution of the photon

normalized to the total production cross section. The
following cuts are applied: pT (p, l, l+) ) 3 GeV. The
shape of this distribution is quite sensitive to the gluon
density function, and therefore useful to extract the gluon
density at the small x [10].

In Fig. 3, we show the transverse momentum distribu-
tions of the decay leptons from the J/g after the cuts:
[y(p, l, l+)

[
( 2.5, pT (I, I+) ) 1.8 GeV and pT (p) ) 2

GeV. We also plot the spectrum of the harder (denoted
by 6) and softer (denoted by s) lepton separately, where
we did not distinguish between the charge of the leptons.
Note that together with the hard photon, this harder lep-
ton (denoted by b) can be used to construct a trigger for
our reaction. As in Fig. 1, the pT distributions of the lep-
tons are strongly dependent on the choice of the scales

p and the radial wave function of the bound state.
In Figs. 4 and 5 we show numerical results for the

coefficients A; in Eq. (29) as a function of pT(J/@) and
y(J/@) in the CS [Figs. 4 and 5(a)] and GJ [Figs. 4 and
5(b)j frame. These coefficients have been extracted &om
the Monte Carlo program by using the moments de6ned
in Eq. (34). No acceptance cuts have been applied to the
leptons or the photon. One observes that the coefBcients
are strongly dependent on pT (J/g) both in the CS and
GJ frame. As mentioned before, the coefBcients Ao and
A2 are exactly equal in lowest order in both lepton pair
rest frames. The angular coeKcient Aq is zero in the CS
frame for all values of p (J/g). The reason is that the

matrix element for Ai is antisymmetric in u and t [see
Eqs. (21) and (28)] and therefore in xi and x2, whereas
the product of the gluon distributions is symmetric under
the interchange of x~ and x2. As a consequence, the
rapidity distribution for Ai in the CS frame [Fig. 5(a)]
is also antisymmetric around y = 0. However, this is
different for the GJ frame [see Eq. (25)]. All coefficients
A; vanish in the limit p~(J/@) ~ 0, which can be directly
seen from our analytical expressions in Eqs. (18)—(25)
and 28).

A similar relation Ao —— A2 was found in LO
[O(n, )] in the Drell-Yan process [15] p+ p ~ V +I ~
l+l'+ X, where V denotes a gauge boson produced at
high pT. In [8], the complete next to LO (NLO) cor-
rections to the coeFicients A; are calculated and the
corrections are found to be fairly small for the ratios A;
of the corresponding helicity cross section. We expect
also here, that the LO results for the ratios A; in J/g
production are almost not affected by higher order @CD
corrections. Note also, that the coefBcients A; are not
dependent on the bound state wave function. The mea-
surement of these coefBcients would be a sensitive test of
the production mechanism of J/@'s. However, as we will
see later, experimental cuts introduce additional compli-
cated angular efI'ects and the resulting data sample can

310 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

pp ~ J/4'+y+X ~ 1 1+ +y+ X
10 — ~s 1 8 TeV

0 ~ 25

pp~ J/4'+y+X~l 1 +y+X
vs = 1.8 TeV

0.20

~0.15

b

O~0.10

ioi

10—1
+

I

10 2

C4

b10

1O-4

0.05
10-5

0 2.5 7.5 10 12 5 15

p (1 1+) (G V)

0.00

y(y)

FIG. 2. The normalized rapidity distribution of the p in
J/g + p production at the Tevatron collider center-of-mass
energy [v S = 1.8 TeV] with subsequent J/@ -+ p y,

+ decay.
The following cuts have been applied: pT (7,1,l+) ) 3 GeV.

FIG. 3. The transverse momentum distribution of the
leptons from the decay of the J/Q in J/@ + p pro-
duction at the Tevatron collider center-of-mass energy

[v S = 1.8 TeV]. The following cuts have been applied:
[y(p, l, 1+)~ ( 2.5, pT (l, l+) ) 1.8 GeV and pz (p) ) 2

GeV. Results are shown for the positive (negative) charged
lepton (dashed lines) as well as the distribution for the lepton
with bigger (subscript 6) and smaller (subscript s) pT without
identifying the charge.
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the CS and the GJ frame for the same bins in pT( J/@) as
in Figs. 6 and 7 but with the cuts

pT (l, l+) & 1.8 GeV,

The cuts have a dramatic effect on the shapes of the
distribution. The shapes of the distributions are now
governed by the kinematics of the surviving events. The
cuts, which are applied in the laboratory frame, introduce
a strong P and cos 8 dependence. The cuts remove mainly
events around P = 0, vr, 2' [Figs. 8 and 9(a)] and cos 0 &
0.5 for the low pz (J/@) bin [solid line in Figs. 8 and 9(b)].
The P distributions in Figs. 8 and 9(a) are very different
from the "dynamical" P distribution in Figs. 6 and 7(a)
and there is only very little sensitivity to the polarization
dependence (shown in Figs. 6 and 7) left in Figs. 8 and
9.

We have also analyzed the efFect of the cuts separately
by using the correct matrix element for J/vP production,
but with isotropic decay of the J/g, i.e., neglecting spin
correlations between J/g production and decay. The an-
gular distributions in this case are very similar to the
ones shown in Figs. 8 and 9 for the full matrix element.

In Figs. 10 and 11 we show ratios of the P and cos 0
distributions in the CS and GJ frame for the same bins
in pT(J/vP) as in Figs. 6—9; the distribution with full po-
larization has been divided by the distribution obtained
with isotropic decay of the J/vP. Cuts are included in both
cases. The large effects from the cuts are expected to al-
most cancel in this ratio. In fact, we nearly recover the
P and cos0 dependence of Figs. 6 and 7 in Figs. 10 and
11. Especially, the two high pT (J/g) bins (dashed and
dotted lines in Figs. 10 and 11) contain most of the po-
larization dependence seen in Figs. 6 and 7. Comparing
the results in the CS (Figs. 10 and 6) and the GJ frame
(Figs. 11 and 7), the ratios in the CS frame are more sen-
sitive to the P distribution, whereas the ratios in the GJ
kame are more sensitive to the cos 0 distribution, when
cuts are applied.

Therefore, to regain sensitivity to the polarization ef-
fects in the presence of large kinematic cuts, we propose
to divide the experimental distributions by the Monte
Carlo distributions obtained using isotropic J/Q decay.

frame is determined by the polarization of the J/g. We
present Monte Carlo studies of the leptonic decay prod-
ucts of high pT J/@ s produced in association with a pho-
ton, when cuts are imposed on the photon and leptons.
When acceptance cuts are imposed on the leptons, the
angular distributions are dominated by kinematical ef-
fects rather than polarization effects. Polarization ef-
fects can be maximized by minimizing the cuts. Alter-
natively, it may be possible to retain J/@ polarization
effects by "dividing out" the kinematic effects, i.e., if the
histogrammed data are divided by the theoretical result
for isotropic J/@ decay.
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APPENDIX A: STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS AND
HELICITY CROSS SECTIONS

In this appendix, we will derive the partonic helicity
cross section in Eqs. (17)—(25) for the production of po-
larized J/g's

The production cross section for

IV. SUMMARY Is

~(p )+g(p ) ~ J/@(P)+~(k) (A1)

Hadronic J/g + p production has been evaluated in
the nonrelativistic bound state model. In leading order
this final state can only be produced by gluon fusion.
Analytical formula for the decay lepton distributions in
terms of four structure functions are presented. If no
cuts are applied, the angular distribution in the J/@ rest

with

drr = —~M~ dPS
2s

dPSi i = b(a+t+ u —P ) dtdu.
8m8

(A2)

We thank V. Barger and R. J. N. Phillips for pointing out
this fact.

Analogous ratios have been recently applied in [16] to regain
the sensitivity to polarization eKects in W and Z production
in hadronic collisions.

The amplitude which describes the coupling of the egg
to the J/vP can be calculated within the bound state for-
malism [6] to be

Agg~ = — B(0)Tr [D (P —M@)(—P)], (A3)
2 /4vrMy

where B(0) denotes the radial wave function of the bound
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(A4)

state, which can be calculated either &om potential mod-
els or can be related to the leptonic decay rate

M~
I&(0)l = 4, (2/3),

1'-.

In Eq. (A3) E denotes the J/g polarization. The am-
plitude 0 can be obtained &om the amplitude for the
gluon-gluon fusion into a &ee quark pair at threshold and
a photon:

—1 fi(g —2/i + m@)f (—g+ 2»i2+ m@))2 ] ( E7+—2»ii + 2/2+ m@)]i(—E7 —2/2+ m@)$2
4 Ppg Pp2 (P» +P». -2».p. ) P».

fi(g —2»ii + m@)]2(g —2/i —2/2 + m@)$
Ppi (Ppi + Pp2 —2pip2)

(A5)

Here pq, p2, eq, c2 are the momenta and polarization vectors of the two gluons, and e is the polarization vector of the
photon. Coupling constants, spin average factors, and color matrices contribute a factor (47r n, e2/3) (1/4)(2/3) to
production cross section. After summing over the polarizations rj, e2p, e„we define the density matrix elements of
the J/@ as

b8'where the hadronic tensor T~~ is

H = Eg(o)T EJ, (cr'), (A6)

2048m' 2
Tr 0 "~(P —mg)p Tr 0 „p(P —mg)p (A7)

and

Eg(+) = (0; +I, —z, 0),
1

2

Eg (0) = (0; 0, 0, 1),
(AS)

are the polarization vectors for the J/g defined with respect to some coordinate axis in its rest frame (see below).
The angular dependence of the decay leptons from the J/@ can be extracted by introducing the following linear

combinations of the density matrix elements (we follow the technique presented in Appendix C of [8]):

IIU+i IIoo+ 0++ + 0
H~ =0"

)

(A9)

H~ = -(H+-+ H-+)1
2

H' = —(H+o+ H'+ —H-o —H'-
) .1

Collecting all remaining factors, one has

dt dQ 278 iR(0)i ((I + cos 0) H + + (1 —3cos 0) H

+2~2sin28cosg H + 2sin Ocos2$ H )b(a+t+u —P ) . (A10)

In Eq. (A10) 8 and P denotes the lepton angles in the lepton pair rest frame. What remains is the calculation of the
H in the CS and GJ &arne.

For this purpose we choose a specific representation for Eg(rr)EJ, (a') in Eq. (A6) and express them in terms of of
ggz~, PsP&~, p;pp~ z~ (i,j = 1, 2). Let us define the covariant projections

where

T:—p~~ H (p c (U+ L, Li, I2, Li2)), (A11)
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pU+L
bb'

L1
+bb'

L2
+bb'

+bb'

gbb' )

1
-2 pabpab& )

1

1
P2bP2b' )

(Pi~p2s + pie p2s) .

(A12)

We have introduced the tensors with carets:

Pg Pg I

gbb = gbb— p;P
Pi, b =Pib P2 Pib )

P&a =,~p—,
2P —ug2-

2&P2 (A13)

The helicity structure functions H in Eq. (A10) for a given J/g rest frame are linear combinations of the covariant
projections in Eq. (All).

For the CS frame one has [8]

( HU+~ )
1

4 cos QCS

1 (1+cos pcs )
2 8 sin pcs cos pcs

0 4~2 singes cos p~s

1
4 cos2 pcs

(1+cos p~s )
8 sin p~s cos

—1
4~2 singes cospas

—1
4 cos pcs

(1—3 cos p~s)
8 sin p~s cos

&
t""~

(A14)

where

cos pgs = mq 8

(t —mg2)(u —my2) ' sin pcs ———gl —cos2 p~s . (A15)

The explicit results for HP& are given in Eqs. (18)—(21).
The results for the GJ kame can be obtained &om

a (1+cos pQ J ) 1
2 2 sin pQJ sin pQJ

COS

sin PQ J
HL2 (A16)

(0 cos fQ J
+2 sinpQJ

a

)2v2 sinpog )
and

2m' 8
cos QGJ —1—

(t —my2)(u —mg2) ' sin p~g = —/1 —cos (A17)

The explicit results for Hp& are given in Eqs. (22)—(25).
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